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Calls for creating a "mixed" economy with a prominent 

sector of classical individual enterprise still evoke in the 

USSR a political and ideological allergy and, consequently, 

a reaction of unqualified rejec~ion on the part of official 

social sciences. In the meantime, quite a few people come to 

realize that this position, justified by commitment to the idea 

of "pure socialism", is increasingly in contrast with the 

proclaimed slogan of a radical renewal of science of the 

socialist society and its task of adequate reflection of 

day to day economic practices. 

In the age of unchained glasnost even the average reeder 

cannot but wonder about the fact that the USSR remains among 

the few sociali~t countries, where the use of hired labor -

even rastricted - in ind.i·::!.dual enterprise is rejected 

both politically and legally. liere, the Soviet Union is only 

in the company of Cuba, Rumania and Czechoslovakia. It is 
noteworthy that in Czechoslovakia, as cu!'rrnt discussions 

there show, many are inclined to take up the use of 

appropriate experience in China, Hungary, Poland and the 

German Democratic Republic. 

It is also indicative that, despite the taboo, objective 

economic requirements in combining individual property end 

personal econo~ic risks with routine use of helpers in economic 

activity (for them the risks are minimal) are making headway. 

PrimarilJ, in the form of enlisting workers on co!"ltrart~ in 

cooperatives, which can have 5 to 7 "contractors" per each 

tull-!ledged member. 

According to expert estimates, by the middle of 1989 

the ratio between members of cooperatives and "contraotors" 

was 1:2~ Whereas formerly the ratio, regulated by local 

bodies of government, was based on administrative methods o! 
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JD8 intenance, now , in .:·-co;-::· of exceeding the "quote", a 

cooperative pays higher taxes. ~vidently, eco~omic legal norms 

begin to display realism in line with the cell of the day and 

economic laws. 

Secondly, in the form of enlisting hands on contracts 

in the individual-family-leasing forms of economic activity, 

sanctioned beck in 1988 by the USSR State J.groindustrial 

Complex (now defunct). It should be stressed that in accordance 

with this practice - not abolished with the dissolution of 

the national agency - en individual leaser can enlist en 

unlimited number of contractors without paying higher taxes. 

Thirdly, in the sphere of individual employment in the 

non-agrarian branches of the economy wh ere, by the authors' 

estimate, in 10-20 percent of the cases one 

license for individual employment stands for several employees 

of no relation to each other, ~ne of whom, as a rule, carries 

out the function or en entrepre.c.eu.r (" prime contracto!"' "). 

Buch economic relations, in this instance not directly 

sanctioned by law, are particula~ly frequent in the repair 

and construction spheres. 

Pourthly, in the e~oere of commodity personal plot 

in the agrarian sector. Official estimates put the markttability 
of the personal plot at 12-15 percent. In reality, though, 

it seems to be greater, to an appreciable degree because of 

the use of seasonal workers. 

Pifth, in the s~here of the shadow economy. According to 

sociologists, in the Soviet Union there are 1.2 million bums, 

declassed elements, virtually without a chance !or 

resociali~ation. The contingent is one o! the world's cheapest 

sources of manpower, in this instance !or both the criminal 

and non-criminal zones ot the shadow economy in the USSR. 

Su!!ice it to say that very modest food is o!ten the only 
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payment for the work done. This economic form is fairly 

deeply integrated in the official econoffiy, especially in such 

branches as rural construction by the farms themselves, 

forestry and collective contracts in plant r:,~-.:i:1t- • 

Of course, the easiest way would be to declare ell of 

the above mentioned "negative tendencies" and launch (step up) 

"uncompromising strugg~e" against them. However, on the one 

hand, struggle against them has been waged for years without 

success (which from the economic standpoint is r'cc~ enough 

of the vitality of corresponding economic reletions), and on 

the other, such struggle could only be waged in edministr8tive 

forms, which is hardly compatible with the logic of the 

economic reform in the USSR. It would seem to be reasonable 

to display realism and recognize the potential of individual 

enterprise. 

The recognition, it seems, can and should be effected 

not only "under pressure of circumstances". Tlu..t means that 

in the course of implementing the economic reform in the USSR 

a new and diversified model of the economy is to be set up 

in the country, where the various sectors would be fUndamentally 

equal. Froceeding from this, the attitude to individual 

enterprise should be formed as not to an unanvoidable evil, 

undermining the fundamentals of socialism but one that for 

now bas to be tolerated due to a temporary concurrence of 

circumstances. It should be viewed es a normal and long-term 

factor of economic development and its activity should be 

regulated by national legislation. 

Legalization and integration of individual enterprise 

in the existing economic mechanism should facilitate the 

solution of a number of long-term teaks of modernizing the 
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traditional sectors of our economy. Yi~stly, it 

should contribute to stabilizing the consumer 

market through a greater supply of goods and services. 

Significantly, the demand on the market will in this case 

be met more fully and more promptly. A better situation on 

the consumer market will, in turn, contribute to stabilizing 

the finances (in combination with other anti-inflationary 

measures). 

Seccndly, it should contribute to raising the efficiency 

of the government sector (it is to retain its leading role 

in the foreseeable future) through tougher competition in 

the economy and undermining its almost "natural" monopoly 

which is only capable of causing progressive decrepitude. 

Besides, enterprises in the government sector will thus be 

able to concentrate their efforts on tasks that are adequate 

to their place in the economy. 

Thirdly, it should provide for finding a "common tongue" 

with the econo~iEs of Hungary, Poland and Chine, actively 

evolving toward classical merket instruments. It should 

promote i.ntegrationel processes in the entire CoWlcil for 

Mutual Economic Assistance, which ere currently impaired 

by the command-end-administer methods of managing the 

Come con. 

In the fourth place, consistent action on the econcmic 

reform can create !avoreble prerequisites for alte=ing (with 

due account for other conditions) the attitude of the world 

community to a fuller integi·ation ot the USSR' s economy iD 

the w~rld economic order. In Mrt.iru1n.r , it Ct\D create 

conditions for our country joining international economic 

bodies, such as the I.M1, GAT~ end I.BRD. 
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One of the more Dnportant arguments in favor of lifting 

political end legal restrictions of the given sector of the 

economy can be the gradual but increasingly apparent 

political institutionalization of those involved in the 

individual-labor (without hired labor) enterprise. Thus, 

economic associations of individual farmers openly proclaim 

political aims o! activity to be among the most essential. 

It is important to note that streamlining the use of 

contracted workers will in itself net solve the problem of 

creating a viable sector of "petty economy" unless steps are 

taken to set up a material and technological basis for it. 

£t present, it is mainly formed by the people's personal 

savings and property (which can find an industrial use -

machinery, premises, etc.), and also by the sales to 

self-employers, farmers and cooperators of production 

property that is scrapped ty the "big" economy. 

A transition from these modest forms of individual-family 

enterprise to more mature could be effected through: 

- the creation of a full-fledged internal market of securities 

with a functioning stock exchange, 

- the encouragement of transferring small businesses (say, 

employing up to 10 persons) to the property of individual 

leasers upon the expiration of the term of lease, 

- the sale of land to individual property to family production 

collectives (which is now contained by the absense of ~ Un~ied 

Land Csdaster, that would provide the basis for real economic 

pricing of land), 

- the sales or transfer of ownership rights to ·v-arious public 

organizations, carrying out economic functions. 

The significance o! all these measures is seen in 
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the emancipation of property relations and in Wlblocking the 

production funds, currently concentrated in the government 

and collective farm ~one cf the economy. 

Touching on the issue of denationalization of enterprises 

in the government sector through direot purchases by 

individuals, one should aake note of insufficient theory in 

this problem. SUch a step looks far from undubitable 

even in the case of large-scale economic overhauls. One should 

probably draw e line between two aspects: revitalizetion of 

the government sector, including the closing down of losing 

enterprises, and a course toward denationali:iation, based on 

the belief th.st a simple change of the forms of property is 

a guarantee of superior economic results. Taking stock of the 

warnings by many specielists about a high degree of 

concentration of the resources and finances of the shadow 

economy, one should at the same time bear in mind the danger 

of eve~ greater integration of illegal enterprise in the 

official economy with unlimited use of the above-mentioned 

method of real privati~ation of the national economy. 

However, the latter does not mean that a total ban would 

be the best way out. The search for a "golden mean" should 

attract the attention of experts in the nearest future. 

A'3 a trensi tional measure ("when one overuses the le:tt 

paddle the boat is sure to turn right") it would meke sense 

to start o*t with a judicial recognition of the practice, 

widespread in those countries where the use o:r enlisted labor 

is legally permitted at a very low level of limitation 

(primarily in the GDR). Upon mastering it, a transition is 

possible to practices, emplcyed in Hungary, Poland and China. 




